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TommyFTM, gaio, Montreal, Canada, +143 (830) 089-49
Info venditore
Nome:
TommyFTM

Dettagli annunci
Titolo:

gaio

Chi sono
Nome:
Age:
Altezza:
Peso:

TommyFTM
27
164 centrimetri
63 chilogrammi

Conoscenza delle lingue
Lingua:

Inglese

Chi sono:

Age: 26 Y/O
Height: 5'6" - 164 cm
Weight: 140lbs - 63 kg
Body: Defined
Body Hair: Naturally Smooth
Orientation: Ask me
Ethnicity: Native American
Zodiac: Sagittarius
Spoken Languages: English
Hey there, I am a young, fit, smooth and sexy FTM
Transguy, looking to meet with kind, respectful, and
fun gentlemen. I am open to exploration and love to
be adventurous in trying new sexy things, or can
also be very into some sensual sex that is more on
the vanilla side! So i can go from wild to mild
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depending on what you'd prefer! Either way I am
energetic and I have a large appetite! :P If this
sounds like a fun time to you please send me a msg
detailing what you are looking for, when you are
hoping to meet and we can go from there. Im a
friendly, open minded and easy going guy and can't
wait to meet with you!
Contact by email or text is preferred to phone calls
please.
Please only contact if you are serious.
Thank you,
xo
*I am also open to couples, women, and other trans
folks!*
As a side note, I often receive messages from people
asking about what FTM means or what it means to
be Trans, there is nothing wrong with these
questions but in order to streamline the process and
avoid answering these types pf questions all the time
here is a quick glossary/ F.A.Q for you to check out
if you are wondering/intrigued but have a limited
knowledge of trans people.
FTM- Is an acronym for “Female-To-Male”
Generally, this term is used by transgender men that
are, socially and/or medically, transitioning from
female to male. Basically, an FtM is someone who
was assigned female at birth but does not by any
means identify himself with the female gender.
"Where are you in your transition?"
I have chosen to medically transition and I have had
top surgery, so this means my chest has been
reconstructed to look “more masculine.” I have also
been on testosterone for about 4 years now.
"What parts do you have?"
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Everything below the belt is "original plumbing" so
to speak. Some guys are confused when they see my
clit in my photos because it is much bigger, this is an
effect of testosterone therapy which enlarges your
clit and makes it more sensitive!
RATES
Incall - CA$250
Outcall - CA$300
O.N. - CA$1200

Servizio di accompagnamento
Altri servizi di scorta: Available For
Gay Porn Movies, Modeling, Erotic Massage,
Bodywork,
Available For videos, Boyfriend Experience,
Stripping
I Am Into: Anal, Body Hair, Feet, Kissing, Latex,
Cum, Nipples, Piercing, Spanking, Socks, Wrestling,
Bears, Jocks, Leather, Muscle, Rimming, Shaving,
Smoking, Tattoos, Verbal, Oral, Daddy, Bondage,
Toys

Dettagli di contatto
Numero di telefono: +143 (830) 089-49
Paese/Nazione:
Canada
Stato/Regione/Provinc Quebec
ia:
Città:
Montreal
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